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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine protected areas (MPAs) proposed by
the South‐East Marine Protection Forum, with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These
additions are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our international obligations. The
proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for this important region. The extent of
protection required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no‐take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere
5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a percent of
New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago
and Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish and other
marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide species in the region with some resilience from
human impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be modified to
reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's
most iconic marine animals, including yellow‐eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various
species of albatross. Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough
to protect their foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of habitats. I
recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not adequately represented in the proposed network.
The network must include enough no‐take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and maintain
full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal
(Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow‐eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension
out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow‐eyed penguin and Hector's
dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is underrepresented in
the proposal, and increased protection for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow‐eyed penguins and Otago shags. E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1:
Support. This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be reconfigured to extend to
the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive representation for this habitat
type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have
not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and
nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high
current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the proposal. G Bryozoan
Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the
Bryozoan communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This option does not represent the full
range of deep water biodiversity. I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is included. This
will be a significant marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major city, and
world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does
not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions
on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This
has a high diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education. L
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Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to
ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the
boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M as above. O Long Point (Type 1):
Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow‐eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is
an internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend
that it be aligned with the current set net prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in the southern area and
needs to represent all the habitats associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2):
Support. Important estuary habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for numerous
fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be
prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between
The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore to 12 nm to
give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum's
boundaries. This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would also represent
yellow‐eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere yellow‐eyed penguin reserve. Thank
you for the opportunity to make a submission.
We know that climate change is a serious issue, world biodiversity is reducing at a rapid rate, the oceans are
overfished and full of plastic so why are we not protecting huge areas doing something about it. Why are we so
focused on economic gain that we don't care about the future of the planet and the survival of all species ( including
ourselves). No environment no economy.
Yours,
Hilary Iles
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I have enormous faith in Forest and Bird to research and provide all the
relevant facts so that we may save our marine birds and animals.
   This is truly more and more important as seas are becoming warmer and more
acid,
    Also we cannot ignore the fact that the planet's population is increasing
at an alarming rate and fish stocks will be plundered to feed the billions.
            Jude Turner
Yours,
jude and john turner
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally

recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in

the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Ever since I moved to Dunedin at the beginning of this year, the marine
environment of the South East has occupied a special place in my heart. We
need to look after our sea lions, penguins and sea birds to ensure this
special area retains its outstanding natural values into the future.
Yours,
Ellen Rykers
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally

recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in

the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Please increase our marine reserves. We, as adults, are responsible to guard
our wildlife and our nature for our children and for future generations.
Let's not be complaisant.
Yours,
Ursula Cable
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally

recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in

the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Marine reserves are the only way forward to future proof fishing industries.
We are at a cross roads with climate change and acidification of the oceans.
If the economy is the only thing that matters to you then a healthy economic
fishing industry needs marine reserves.
Yours,
Kerrie Waterworth
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally

recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in

the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
I was very concerned to hear this week that a fisherman was not using the
correctly colored lines for the long line hooks and killed 25 albatrosses.
This is dreadful when these birds are endangered
Yours,
Denise Fitzgerald
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally

recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in

the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
This is a crucial opportunity to provide marine reserves to safeguard our
marine biodiversity. As much effort as possible should be done to extend
these to the maximum before it s too late.
Yours,
Mary Thompson
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine protected areas
(MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum, with expansions and additions to
provide adequate protection. These additions are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA
Policy, and our international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for this important region.
The extent of protection required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves.
The Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough.
There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on the
Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a comprehensive network
of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive.
Such a network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this
will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines.
The South East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand’s most iconic marine animals,
including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of
albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to
protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of habitats. I recommend the
addition of protection for habitats that are not adequately represented in the proposed network.
The network must include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles
(nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to provide better
representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This
area is an internationally recognised IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further extending to include
more deep subtidal reef habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased

protection for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best representation of the
range of bryozoan species and associated faunal communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be reconfigured to extend to
the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger,
deeper and more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation of a
deep water highly productive plateau, with its special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been
represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh
and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented
in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not represent the full range of
habitats associated with the Bryozoan communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not represent the full range
of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of Tow Rock. This
marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is included.
This will be a significant marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to
a major city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself
achieve much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries
restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable
for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore
Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. Also
recommend straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier
reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed
penguin foraging habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition.

Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join with Long Point
(Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent
all the habitats associated with the mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds.
S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate
species. This habitat needs to be better represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be prohibited in all the
MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in
the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore to 12 nm to give representation of
deep subtidal gravel habitats within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s
boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would also
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed
penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
We passionately support protection for this key area.
regards
Kelly O'Keefe and Roger McLaughlin
Yours,
kelly o'keefe
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally

recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in

the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Our Oceans are our lifeblood and at present are the only thing stopping
global warming from going through the roof as they are continually absorbing
more and more of the CO2 we produce.
Thanks once again for reading and listening to this submission
Maureen Keen
Yours,
Maureen Keen
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
As a young person, I would love to see my country doing more to protect its
southern oceans and the amazing creatures that inhabit them. I want to be
able to show my children, and grandchildren, what true beauty can be found in
nature. I feel that if we do not do our part to protect our natural
environment, this generation would have failed the future generations, and
may play the biggest part in the decimation of Earth's natural heritage.
So please, protect our southern oceans.
Yours,
Viraaj
I do not wish to submit my address
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
As a wildlife veterinarian I have been involved in the monitoring of New
Zealand sealions and yellow eyes penguins on the Auckland islands as well as
on the Otago coast. Having seen the struggle for survival of these species
first hand, their protection is close to my heart.
Yours,
Danielle Sijbranda
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
As an ex-pat Nzer living in the US it remains important to me that my home
country continues to lead the way in showing the rest of the world that
conservation is important. Our country makes me proud for how it treats the
environment so I support this campaign.
Yours,
Regan Thomson
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
I live on the Otago Peninsula, and treasure the land and creatures in our
wonderful part of Otago.everything that can be done must be done to protect
the coastal sea area
Yours,
Nyree mcinally
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
As a local Dunedinite and a BSc in Physical Geography student at the
University of Otago it is my view that implementing these marine protected
areas is phenomenally important. In ensuring special parts of our coastline
are protected, we are enhancing th sustainability of marine life and
ecosystem, as well supporting vital industries such as tourism and fishing
(as was found at Cape Saunders, both hugely benefit with the addition of
marine protected areas).
Yours,
Injy Johnstone
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
I believe that we should have many more marine reserves around NZ. This
sounds like a special case.
Yours,
Judith Bergquist
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
As I volunteer as a visitor host on the wharf during cruise ship season, and
have done so for the past 7 summers, I cannot stress enough the importance of
eco-tourism, particularly around Tairoa Head. We get many requests from
tourists eager to see species in their natural habitat. They can't believe
that the species are so close to Dunedin. We feel blessed and want to see
the areas preserved to increase bio-diversity for our animal and bird
neighbours on land, sea or air.
Let's take the opportunity to make the job of conservation a lot easier than
it is now by creating habitats to allow species to survive and thrive, and
provide opportunities for scientists to observe and preserve species for now
and in the future.
K Fenton
Dunedin
Yours,
Kerrie Fenton
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Please consider the long-term impact of not providing adequate protection
for marine life. No short-term rewards will ever compensate for the loss of
biodiversity and the substantial impact it would have on the future of New
Zealand.
Thank you.
Yours,
Melanie Remy

Submissions were received in many forms from a wide variety of individuals and
organisations. Many submitters completed ‘template’ submissions (referred to as
proforma submissions) which had been drafted by an organisation.
Many of these submissions contained identical information – where this is the case,
we have provided a single example of each type of proforma. Proforma submissions
that contained additional comments or information have been included as unique
submissions in the complete set of collated submission files.
This is the proforma submission that Fish Forever prepared for submitters to use.
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Subject Submission on South-East Marine Protected Areas
Interest Group (optional):
Message I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2):
Support. This area is a hot spot for Hector's dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1):
Support the extension with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide
better representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and
Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2):
Support with a further extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats
used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat
which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish communities
associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally recognised IBA for yelloweyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1:
Support. This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan species and
associated faunal communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1:
Support but recommend that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's
Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more
complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation
of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its special bryozoan species. The extension
to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been
represented in the proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for
the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such
areas are poorly represented in the proposal.

G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the
Bryozoan communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1):
Support, and recommend inclusion of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most
effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant
marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major city,
and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2):
Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of
biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1):
Support. This has a high diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research,
public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1):
Support, but recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure
that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend
straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve
management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2):
Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M as above.
O Long Point (Type 1):
Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed penguin
foraging habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2):
Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1):
Support, and recommend that it extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the
only representation of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
S Haldane (Type 2):
Support. Important estuary habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests
provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better

represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection Needed I seek
that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be prohibited in all
the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve
between The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be
from the coast offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat type is
not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would also represent
yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere yelloweyed penguin reserve.
PART C: CREATING A NETWORK OF MPA / GENERAL COMMENTS
I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine protected
areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum, with expansions and
additions noted in Part B.
The Forum’s current proposals protects only 5.3% of the regions Territorial Sea (TS) as
no-take marine reserves (Type 1 MPAs). This will not meet the Government’s own MPA
Policy or our international obligations to conserve and protect marine biodiversity. The
obvious opportunities to extend Type 1 protection to 18% of the TS are outlined in Part B
above. I call on the Forum to embrace a bolder vision to help restore the abundance of
marine life in these southern seas.
Currently only 0.4% of mainland New Zealand’s Territorial Seas are fully protected in notake marine reserves. Our marine environment desperately needs a comprehensive network
of MPAs to enable marine species to flourish. Some of New Zealand’s critically
endangered marine animals such as yellow-eyed penguins, NZ Seal Lions and various
albatross species live in the South-East region. However, the current proposal does not do
enough to protect their foraging habitats.
The network of MPAs in the South-East Region must include protection for the full range
of habitats and enough no-take reserves that are big enough to restore and maintain healthy
ecosystem.
I am very disappointed that no marine reserves are being proposed for Shag Point, The
Nuggets, or Karitane, as there has been wide public support for marine protection in these
areas in the past.
I also submit that all destructive bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be
prohibited in all the MPAs.
I also remind the Forum that as well as protecting biodiversity, no-take marine reserves
provide a space where New Zealanders and tourists who love to dive/snorkel can have a
meaningful underwater recreational experience. Currently those who like to fish
(commercial and recreational) have access to 99.6% of mainland New Zealand waters.
Their chosen activity has depleted marine ecosystems to such an extent that there are now
very few places where those whose preferred activity is diving/snorkeling can enjoy their
recreational activity of choice. Most of the proposed Type 1 reserves have poor or limited
access. Divers/snorkelers need and deserve ACCESSIBLE no-take marine reserves.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
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Interest Group (optional): Recreational diver/snorkeller Conservationist Tourism
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Message I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2):
Support. This area is a hot spot for Hector's dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1):
Support the extension with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide
better representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and
Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2):
Support with a further extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats
used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat
which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish communities
associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally recognised IBA for yelloweyed
penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1:
Support. This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan species and
associated faunal communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1:
Support but recommend that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's
Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more
complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation
of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an example of an
Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper's
Inlet is a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The
connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current

headland and biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the
Bryozoan communities
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1):
Support, and recommend inclusion of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most
effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant
marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major city,
and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2):
Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of
biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, throu
gh fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and
Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1):
Support. This has a high diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research,
public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1):
Support, but recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure
that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend
straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve
management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2):
Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M as above.
O Long Point (Type 1):
Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed penguin
foraging habitats. This area is an internationally
recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2):
Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1):
Support, and recommend that it extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the
only representation of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea

birds.
S Haldane (Type 2):
Support. Important estuary habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests
provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection Needed I seek
that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be prohibited in all
the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve
between The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be
from the coast offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum's
boundaries. This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
PART C: CREATING A NETWORK OF MPA / GENERAL COMMENTS
I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine protected
areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum, with expansions and
additions noted in Part B.
The Forum’s current proposals protects only 5.3% of the regions Territorial Sea (TS) as
no-take marine reserves (Type 1 MPAs). This will not meet the Government’s own MPA
Policy or our international obligations to conserve and protect marine biodiversity. The
obvious
opportunities to extend Type 1 protection to 18% of the TS are outlined in Part B above. I
call on the Forum to embrace a bolder vision to help restore the abundance of marine life
in these southern seas.
Currently only 0.4% of mainland New Zealand’s Territorial Seas are fully protected in notake marine reserves. Our marine environment desperately needs a comprehensive network
of MPAs to enable marine species to flourish. Some of New Zealand’s critically
endangered marine animals such as yellow-eyed penguins, NZ Seal Lions and various
albatross species live in the South-East region. However, the current proposal does not do
enough to protect their foraging habitats.
The network of MPAs in the South-East Region must include protection for the full range
of habitats and enough no-take reserves that are big enough to restore and maintain healthy
ecosystem.
I am very disappointed that no marine reserves are being proposed for Shag Point, The
Nuggets, or Karitane, as there has been wide public support for marine protection in these
areas in the past.
I also submit that all destructive bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be
prohibited in all the MPAs.
I also remind the Forum that as well as protecting biodiversity, no-take marine reserves
provide a space where New Zealanders and tourists who love to dive/snorkel can have a
meaningful underwater recreational experience. Currently those who like to fish
(commercial and recreational) have access to 99.6% of mainland New Zealand waters.
Their chosen activity has depleted marine ecosystems to such an extent that there are now
very few places where those whose preferred activity is diving/snorkeling can enjoy their
recreational activ
ity of choice. Most of the proposed Type 1 reserves have poor or limited access.
Divers/snorkelers need and deserve ACCESSIBLE no-take marine reserves.

I am from Auckland, but am in the process of making a move to the Canterbury/Otago area
and will be looking forward to getting to know the local natural areas. I've experienced the
magnificence of Goat Island marine reserve, and have been delighted to see my children
wowed by the richness and diversity of the marine life that results from a no-take zone.
In addition, I've recently become acutely aware of how depleted our fish numbers are 10% of the abundance that existed in the early-mid twentieth century. So in my lifetime,
90% of fish have been fished. I can scarcely believe that this has been allowed to happen,
through poor management, and through the reckless approach that the abundance in nature
is simply a resource to be exploited. I have also become more aware of how overfishing of
marine predators creates imbalance that effectively allows fish breeding grounds to be
destroyed, as in the kina barrens that result from overfishing of large snapper fish. As
humans we can choose actions that make the ecosystem vulnerable to imbalance and
steady decline, or we can choose to wisely safeguard our natural treasures. Putting aside
just over 5% of the coastline in this area as marine reserve is a tiny but significant
percentage which will help recreate the treasures we have wasted collectively.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
The small number of less than optimal areas of marine reserve we currently
have are doing little to help sustainable an our wider marine life. We need
these reserves and many many more and much larger areas protected or there
will be nothing left to protect! The increasing number of Kina barrens being
seen says it all, without more and larger marine no take reserves we can wave
goodbye to our inshore marine ecosystems with all the attended negatve
implications for ecosystems off shore!
Yours,
Lindsey Britton
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Marine protection must be as stringent as National Park,land and land life
protection and viewed as important. Right now I consider that marine life is
disappearing as fast as the rain forests of South America,...and it must
stop.
Yours,
Kath Beattie
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
I am sending in this submission because I believe the natural world is
utterly important to humans, and also has an inherent right to be healthy and
thriving. Humans must regulate their activities in order for this to happen legislation is the only way, as voluntary measures do not achieve this.
Humans en masse behave selfishly and with self interest.
New Zealand has a really special opportunity right now, to achieve an
excellent and world class outcome for our oceans off the south east coast of
the South Island. There will be economic and social upset in the short term
for some, but the benefits of marine protected areas for the natural world
are undisputed. I believe humans can adapt. Fisheries outside the reserves
will be enhanced, and there are other jobs that will arise from the creation
of flourishing marine reserves.
It will take a courageous forum to ask the government to implement the
requests in this submission. Be brave! Do it for the sea and for our human
species.
Yours,
Beatrice Lee
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
I fully support Forest and Bird's proposal. Eco-tourism is very important
to our local community. Adequate protection of our coastal area is critical
to ensuring the survival and growth of the marine animal populations that our
visitors come to observe.
Yours,
Juergen Gnoth
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
As a resident of coastal Otago I am becoming increasingly disturbed to see
and hear of the damage occurring to much of our local marine animal
population, in particular yellow-eyed penguins and New-Zealand sea-lions. I
urge that the Forest and Bird Society proposals be implemented in full to
protect these species.
Yours,
Kate Gnoth
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
I know it is not in the SEMPF brief but I do strongly feel that a blanket
ban be put on Bottom Trawling, Perse seining and drift netting. Your mention
of the Kelp forests is valid and that too should have a stronger profile in
being protected.
Thanks for your efforts - I thought that the two volumes were packed full of
great information that was of real interest, apart from its value for this
particular project.
Well done indeed!
Yours,
David Smith
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I have been a keen supporter of marine protected areas for a number of
years. I supported the (failed) creation of the Nuggets Marine Sanctuary in
2005. Since then not a single marine protected area has been established on
this South East Coast.
The Nuggets has been excluded from the Forums proposal which I think
highlights the fact that compromises have already been made.
I am a Dunedinite (the wildlife capital of NZ) and would like to emphasise
the importance of these marine protected areas for sea birds and mammals and
as such these areas need to be large enough to accomodate the whole spectrum
of diversity.

Yours,
sue hensley
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Additional to the above comments, I would like the Forum to give
consideration given to a marine reserve off the coast from Curio Bay.
Curio Bay is the home of both the Yellow Eyed Penguin and Hectors Dolphin. A
reserve here needs to extend at least 12nm offshore to protect the foraging
range of the Yellow Eyed Penguin.
It appears that there is evidence that the disease causing the decline of
Yellow Eyed Penguin numbers can be attributed to poor diet, which is most
probably caused by over fishing.
Yours,
Alan B Coster
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
We need a department of Conservation and a government that work to ensure
the protection of our natural treasures and resources for generations to
come. We need a vision not shortsightedness!
Yours,
Regan O'Callaghan
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
I have been a keen snorkler for many years all over the Pacific. I have seen
with my own eyes the effect of reserves. I have seen the devastation of
over-fishing on the populations of fish.Marine Reserves will assist our
waters to recover and sustain us, It is such a common sense thing to do, Our
Southern waters have waited too long for this to happen!
Yours,
Mrs Pam Kennedy
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
For me personally I am a big supporter of Marine reserves, I believe we need
them in order to protect not only the fish stock we are interested in selling
but also the multitudes of other species that are harmed, displaced or
decimated from the ways we currently use the sea. There is the global goal of
protecting 30% of our oceans by 2030 and I believe that New Zealand should be
a leader in this area. We have a huge exclusive economic zone for fishing but
a history of placing marine reserves in areas that are not fished, avoiding
areas that are fished and making sure they are not large enough to actually
protect the wide ranging animals that live in the ocean.
The effects marine reserves have on biodiversity and restoring ecosystem
processes is well documented but they only work (or work best) when they are
put in the right place and are large enough. There are many tourism companies
that rely on the marine ecosystem being healthy enough to support our
charismatic species such as yellow eyed penguin, Hector's Dolphin and the New
Zealand sea lion... never mind for whale watching and the many other marine
mammals you can find off the coast.
The forum has only recommended a maximum of 5.3% of no take coverage of the
entire area, which falls far short of the 30% goal. There is more area (type
2) that restricts certain fishing methods. We can and should do better
Yours,
Sam Bennington
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
As a concerned member of the public, and a registered nurse, working in
Paediatrics at Dunedin Public Hospital, a volunteer at Orokonui Ecosanctuary,
and more recently getting involved with the Quarantine Island/Kamau Taurua
community, I am concerned that this proposal, as is stated above, does not go
far enough and falls very short, for the regions highlighted.
Please take note of this submission, our oceans and wildlife need supporting
and preserving as much as possible for now, and the future. As a human being
who impacts on the environment by being here, I am passionate about these
matters, and believe we ALL need to work together and contribute to help
preserve and conserve the environment we live and work in.
Yours Sincerely
Claire Hagglund
Yours,
Claire Hagglund
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
I am extremely concerned at the lack of marine protected areas in the
south-east South Island. As things stand people who dislike marine wildlife
for various reasons can freely get away with killing protected animals and
birds.
See for example Otago Daily Times September 11 2014 Dogs fatally maul young
seal on beach; Stuff November 7 Female sea lion shot dead on Otago Peninsula;
Otago Daily Times November 17 2010 Doc condemns acts of cruelty on Catlins
wildlife (this describes several incidents of irresponsible dog owners). I
have prevented a man from allowing his dog to attack a shag on the St Clair
Esplanade because he claimed that shags are stealing fish.
The yellow eyed penguin is an iconic species which has been a boon to the
Dunedin economy. I have had tourists ask me where they can see them and they
have been disappointed to be told there are far fewer penguins around than
there were some years ago. Ironically these penguins replaced a related
species which went extinct when humans first arrived here. This also happened
with the sea lions.
I also note that there are problems with the Cape Rodney-Okakari Point
(Leigh) Marine Reserve fish and lobster populations because of its small size
and heavy fishing near the boundary which is removing animals from the area
more quickly than they are able to be replaced by juveniles from the reserve.
It is vital that the proposed reserve areas in the South East South Island
are large enough to prevent this happening and also that they can be
effectively policed.
Yours,
Cheryl Lewis
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
The Yellow Eyed penguins along the Catlins and Otago coastline are starving
. Protecting habitat on shore is only part of the help this species needs .
The rest is obviously, food .
Yours,
Bryan Clearwater
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
We host many overseas visitors during the year, they all want to see
penguins, dolphins and whales. NZ is wanting to continue to grow its tourist
industry, a vital part of this is to create the infra structure in the
environment and by this I mean you need to protect as many key areas ( like
those above) as possible. If the marine environment is not fully protected
sufficiently (by marine reserves) then the numbers of a range of species
will drop and eventually disappear.The tourist income from this southern
region will also disappear.
Yours,
Hilary Iles
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
We need way more marine reserves to help maintain these precious resources.
A bigger buffer is better!
Yours,
Ian Wards
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government’s MPA Policy, and our
international obligations.
The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide adequate protection for
this important region. The extent of protection required to ensure the
ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is internationally
recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1 reserves. The
Forum’s current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1 MPAs. This
is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection to
18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at
least 30%.
With less than half a percent of New Zealand’s marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is
essential to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a
network will provide species in the region with some resilience from human
impacts and this will in turn benefit the region as a whole.
The proposed reserves must also be modified to reflect best practise in the
MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is home to some of the New
Zealand’s most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed penguins,
Hector’s dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of albatross.
Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the proposal
does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
Marine reserves are most effective where they include the full range of
habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats that are not
adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must include
enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful haven and
maintain full ecosystem functions.
To achieve this I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot for
Hector’s dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with a further extension
out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better representation of foraging
habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector’s dolphin.  
This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area’ (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out to 12nm to
provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector’s dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further
extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is
underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities.

F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it be
reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex
than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to
contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its
special bryozoan species.
The extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet,
which have not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper’s Inlet is
a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat
fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the
Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such areas
are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don’t support. This option does not
represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion
of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2
protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of biodiversity
protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above.
O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned
with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it extends to join
with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation of an estuary in
the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats associated with the
mouth of the estuary.
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas
for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.

S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat.
T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for
numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal.
Additional Protection Needed
I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs
Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point
and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum’s boundaries.
This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve
here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated
with Forest & Bird’s Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Marine reserves are the only way of slowly undoing the damage of overfishing
and exploitation. If fish stocks are allowed to recover in this way there is
more for everyone and a healthier marine environment too.
Yours,
Jane
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Think of the future, think of the legacy to the past that we, as NZers, all
owe to the land.
Yours,
Chris Mawson
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
We have the most stunning country in the world and a debt of honour to keep
it that way. Lets protect our marie diversity for generations to come.
Yours,
Carlie Blanchett-Burton
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I would also like to see the areas around the Orokanui Ecosanctuary included
with Warrington and Purakanui covered. As at the moment, the Kaimoana these
areas are under huge pressure and are on the verge of collapse.
Yours,
Josie Harris
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I'm 52 years old. In my lifetime I have watched our oceans and foreshores
lose much of the obvious life that was so apparent in my lifetime. Future
generations deserve to know what it is that we witnessed as children. They
should have every right to expect an ocean that can sustain life in
abundance. It's not too late for us to bring that life back and protect what
we already have.
Yours,
Jenny Brown
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I am New Zealand-born and remain a citizen and although I live in the NT I
am a frequent visitor as my family are in Otago. I consider myself a resident
of the planet so environmental and social issues wherever they occur are of
concern and relevant.
It was interesting to read in the ODT yesterday Monday December 12th that in
his choice experiment Dr Sophal Chhun, an environmental economist, the
results showed on average NZers considered biodiversity restoration(marine
reserves) to be by far the most important priority with regard to outcomes
for the coastal ecosystems. This would appear to be in conflict with the
governments investment priorities and the extent of coastal waters
protection.
Things need to be done differently and innovation to take the place of
previous and current ways so I urge you to do the right thing as outlined
above for future generations of humans and other species we should be sharing
the planet with more equitably. Thank you Vicki Gordon

Yours,
Vicki Gordon
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Interest Group (optional): Recreational diver/snorkeller Conservationist Tourism
Message As a diver and community member I strongly believe we need to protect the
biodiversity in our oceans and that marine reserves are the only way to do this. The marine
health also affects the health of other populations such as sea birds and marine mammalswe need to protect the base of these fragile ecosystems.
All of this is on the decline and seriously at risk- When I snorkel at non marine reserve
sites I see NOTHING! My father-in-law, a keen fisherman, is finding it harder to come
back successful.
Marine reserves are good for local community- I have been a tourist at many marine
reserves in the country- contributing economically with tourism activities or
accommodation spend.
I want my mokopuna to be able to snorkel all over NZ and see lots of fish and wildlife- we
need to protect these environments now.
I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2):
Support. This area is a hot spot for Hector's dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1):
Support the extension with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide
better representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and
Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2):
Support with a further extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats
used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat
which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish communities
associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally recognised IBA for yelloweyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1:

Support. This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan species and
associated faunal communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1:
Support but recommend that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's
Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more
complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation
of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its special bryozoan species. The extension
to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been
represented in the proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for
the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such
areas are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the
Bryozoan communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1):
Support, and recommend inclusion of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most
effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant
marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major city,
and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2):
Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of
biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1):
Support. This has a high diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research,
public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1):
Support, but recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure
that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend
straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve
management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2):
Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M as above.
O Long Point (Type 1):
Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed penguin
foraging habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.

P Long Point Offshore (Type 2):
Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1):
Support, and recommend that it extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the
only representation of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
S Haldane (Type 2):
Support. Important estuary habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests
provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection Needed I seek
that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be prohibited in all
the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve
between The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be
from the coast offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat type is
not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would also represent
yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere yelloweyed penguin reserve.
PART C: CREATING A NETWORK OF MPA / GENERAL COMMENTS
I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine protected
areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum, with expansions and
additions noted in Part B.
The Forum’s current proposals protects only 5.3% of the regions Territorial Sea (TS) as
no-take marine reserves (Type 1 MPAs). This will not meet the Government’s own MPA
Policy or our international obligations to conserve and protect marine biodiversity. The
obvious opportunities to extend Type 1 protection to 18% of the TS are outlined in Part B
above. I call on the Forum to embrace a bolder vision to help restore the abundance of
marine life in these southern seas.
Currently only 0.4% of mainland New Zealand’s Territorial Seas are fully protected in notake marine reserves. Our marine environment desperately needs a comprehensive network
of MPAs to enable marine species to flourish. Some of New Zealand’s critically
endangered marine animals such as yellow-eyed penguins, NZ Seal Lions and various
albatross species live in the South-East region. However, the current proposal does not do
enough to protect their foraging habitats.
The network of MPAs in the South-East Region must include protection for the full range
of habitats and enough no-take reserves that are big enough to restore and maintain healthy
ecosystem.
I am very disappointed that no marine reserves are being proposed for Shag Point, The
Nuggets, or Karitane, as there has been wide public support for marine protection in these
areas in the past.
I also submit that all destructive bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be
prohibited in all the MPAs.
I also remind the Forum that as well as protecting biodiversity, no-take marine reserves

provide a space where New Zealanders and tourists who love to dive/snorkel can have a
meaningful underwater recreational experience. Currently those who like to fish
(commercial and recreational) have access to 99.6% of mainland New Zealand waters.
Their chosen activity has depleted marine ecosystems to such an extent that there are now
very few places where those whose preferred activity is diving/snorkeling can enjoy their
recreational activity of choice. Most of the proposed Type 1 reserves have poor or limited
access. Divers/snorkelers need and deserve ACCESSIBLE no-take marine reserves.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I particularly support the formation of a marine reserve around the
Brighton/ Taieri Beach Coast area. My feeling is that the marine environment
is now particularly degraded here. We can see the ocean from out our front
window - when we first arrived at this address 12 years ago we regularly saw
a fleet of squid boats fishing at night in front of our house. Now we see
very few - this is not actually a good sign. To my mind it means that there
are very few squid left in the sea in the area - and the few that replenish
are periodically cleaned out by the odd, commercial squid boat - giving the
squid no chance to re establish. The Yellow eyed penguins in the area are
very endangered and often seem to be prone to a
variety of avian diseases. I would say that this is because they are
generally a bit unhealthy and undernourished - squid being one of their main
food sources. Give the hoiho a chance! Establish a marine reserve in the area
to allow squid to replenish. Control commercial fishing esp squid fishing!

Yours,
Glynis Shields
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Marine reserves benefit the wider community including recreational and
commercial fishers and protect biodiversity and support more abundant
fisheries. A minimum of 10% of our coastline should be in no take reserves
and it would be great to see the south east marine protection forum leading
the way on this.

Yours,
Ben Knight
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
We need more reserves - fisheries will continue their decline without them
Yours,
Aengus jankowsky
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
i support 100 percent what Ben has to say. He knows what he is talking about
and the more marine reserves we have around our coastline the better for the
future generations of spearos and fishermen and fisherwoman. I know for a
fact that marine reserves work and work bloody awesome. I know that we as
recreational divers and fisherman need more people like Ben. Thank you Ben
from me and my family.

Yours,
Evan Bishop
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I am a recreational fisherman , who believes these protected zones are for
the benefit of all fisherman and the protection of our fish environments from
being over fished .
Yours,
Samuel Bradley
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
It is about time the government, local councils and people start taking the
environment & its inhabitants seriously - there is no Planet B. Latest report
out says there will be NO FISH by 2048. How do you like those apples? Start
doing the right things before you've sold your children and their children's
future.
Yours,
Duncan Wilcox
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
The creation of these reserves will benefit all New Zealanders and provide
nursery areas for fish to breed to supply nearby fisheries.
Yours,
Alex Hallatt
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Local fishers have been militantly opposed to any form of coastal protection
for some time. I know of residents of Kaka Point who wished to support such
measures decades ago but the climate of intimidation by short sighted local
fishers prevented their open support. This persists in the current Forum
leading to the current proposal of 5.3% being indicative of the weight of
local fisher opinion and far too small an aim for sustainability let alone
regeneration.
Yours,
Jim McQuillan
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
In the future, we really could be one of the few countries left in the World
with a thriving environment, and people from all walks of life could come
from their corner of the globe to see something amazing. Something that they
may have once lost. We are such a unique country so lets do this....and be
World leaders in looking after an abundant array of species that was here
long before us.
#begoodtotheocean
Yours,
Nathan Pettigrew
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I am a firm believer in marine reserves or any reserve of that matter. We
need to protect our environment and our special ecosystems. Not only for
future generations but for the health of the people and the earth. Each and
every species plays a vital role and if we loose these costly it will be
catastrophic. I myself do ecological restoration and I want to pass on this
knowledge to as many people as possible, we need to get the word out and come
together NOW.
Yours,
Courtney
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
As a keen fisher with 2 kids it is getting increasing harder to catch a feed
off our local beaches. We have also noticed dropping penguin numbers and
decreasing biodiversity in our sea. It is important to me to protect our
coast and off shore environment for my children and future grandchildren.
Yours,
Jeni ashton
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I am both a diver, fisherman, and spear fisherman, marine reserves play a
huge role in creating a fish stock that is manageable and the spill over
effect is huge. I am very much in support of creating more marine reserves
around New Zealand to create a fish stock that is sustainable so that future
generations can too enjoy the quality and variety of fish I get to!
You only need to look as far as the success as my local Goat Island Marine
reserve to see how these can be of both environmental and economic benefit.
Let's create more marine reserves!
Yours,
Talman Madsen
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
The suggested 5.3 % is a drop in the ocean. We need to aim for the
recommendation made at the recent World Congress of IUCN, held in Hawai'i,
which called for “30% of each marine habitat” to be set aside in by 2030.
Crayfish, blue cod, hapuka, and paua were once common within South Canterbury
and Otago’s seas and easily caught from the shores. Populations of
Hector’s dolphins, whales and penguins were thriving, sadly this is no
longer the case. A suitable and extensive enough network of sites will
benefit all marine life, which will allow future generations to enjoy what
was taken for granted in the past.
While we see NZ dolphins occasionally of the coast of Timaru, and enjoy
little penguins at Caroline Bay, without adequately protected areas there is
no safe area for them and they will be continually threatened and numbers
will diminish.
Yours,

Ines Stäger
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I fully support the comments in the box above. As an Otago resident, I wish
to speak from the heart, about the importance of our coast, the marine
environment that many of us cherish, and the protection that is needed to
ensure a rich and diverse habitat is maintained and protected. Currently,
there are many critically endangered species (sea lion, hoiho, albatross, fur
seals, species of dolphin). Human fishing habits and competition are in large
part responsible for their continued decline in numbers. Science has shown
that at least 30% of our oceans need to be protected in no-take marine
reserves for genuine marine sustainability. It is vital that a full range of
habitats are protected so that the greatest possible benefits for marine life
can be realised. Kelp Forests are such areas, deep sea canyon heads as well.
For specific species, large and uninterrupted protection areas are vital for
safe foraging - there needs to be a generous allowance for Hoiho foraging,
around the Te Rere Reserve and other yellow-eyed penguin areas.
Our oceans, indeed our planet, is in crisis. We have an opportunity here to

address some of the large global issues. The West Coast of the South Island
has changed dramatically from the extraction-based place it was less than 20
years ago; West-coasters have gained skills in new, more sustainable
livelihoods. Our beautiful South East Coast needs the same sort of radical
changes of attitudes, and it needs to happen now.
I urge the Forum members to use this opportunity to implement the full extent
of marine reserves and marine protected areas proposed with expansions and
additions as outlined above. Let's be as generous as possible so that other
species, in this case marine, can once again thrive and become abundant and
we can feel proud of having effected the best possible outcome for our
cherished South-East Coast.
Thank you for the opportunity to lodge this submission. Jenny Neilson,
Dunedin
Yours,
Jenny Neilson
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Must go for maximum amount of marine reserves. Our oceans are in trouble and
need more help.
Yours,
Megan Hubscher
Wellington
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To:
Subject:
Date:

webadmin@forestandbird.org.nz on behalf of
sempf
Submission on South-East Marine Protected Areas
Wednesday, 14 December 2016 12:06:06 p.m.

I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Nick Smith promised he would be prioritising adding additional Marine
reserves to the conservation estate. Instead, he has been given other
ministerial roles and this promise hasn't come to pass.
Yours,
Barry Christiansen
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I agree with the above submission, though I could not have put it into those
words, so thank you for doing it. It is sad that many people do not care
what happens to our seas or the animals in them.....or they don't even think
about it! Thank you.
Yours,
Judith Smith

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

University of Otago, PO Box 56,
Dunedin. December 15, 2016.

SUBMISSION OF SOUTH EAST MARINE PROTECTION

As a retired professional plant ecologist, with a lifetime of experience in southern New Zealand,
including both marine and conservation experience, I wish to make a personal submission in
response to the draft proposals and other relevant information in the recently released document.

Background:
My name is Alan Francis Mark and I make this submission as a professional plant ecologist
with more than 50 year’s experience in pure and applied ecology directed at the sustainable
management and adequate conservation of New Zealand’s indigenous terrestrial, freshwater and
marine ecosystems and other natural resources. I have been involved with many nature conservation
resource management issues and relevant organisations, many as a government appointee, and several
relevant to the Otago and Southland Conservancies, as follows:
Membership:
Otago Conservation Board (1900-2000; Chair 1994-2000).
National Parks and Reserves Authority (1981-90).
New Zealand Conservation Authority (2001-05).
Guardians of Lakes Manapouri, Monowai and Te Anau (Chair for the first 26 years: 1973-98),
Land Settlement Board (1984-86).
Ministry of Research Science & Technology Review Panel on Flora, Fauna and Land Use (1992-93).
Fiordland Marine Guardians (2005-2013).

I also served on the:
Otago Catchment Board: Elected member (1974-86; Chair Regional Water Committee 1977-79).
NZ Forest Service Scientific Co-ordinating Committee: (1976-85; Royal Society nominee).
Environmental Council’s Working Party on the N. Z. Environmental Movement: (1977-79).
Environmental Council’s Task Force on N.Z. Wetlands: (1982-83).
Lincoln University’s N.Z. Mountain Lands Committee: (1989-92).
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Hellaby Indigenous Grasslands Research Trust: first Fellow: (1960-5); Research Advisor: (1965-2000);
Chair of the Board of Governors: (2000-2010).
Forest & Bird Protection Society: (National Executive 1978-97; National President 1986-90;
Distinguished Life Member1998; Ambassador 2012).
Leslie Hutchins Conservation Foundation; Trustee (2000- .).
Mid Dome Wilding Tree Charitable Trust: (2006- .).
Pomona Island (Lake Manapouri) Charitable (Restoration) Trust. (Patron: 2004- .).
Forest Hill (Scenic Reserve) Foundation (Patron: 2006-.).
Save Fiordland Society Inc. (Patron: 2012-.).
New Zealand Endangered Species Foundation (Ambassador (2013-.).
I am also Chairperson of the Wise Response Society Inc.,

In recognition of my various contributions to ecological science and conservation I have received:
Fellowship of the Royal Society of N.Z. (1978) plus the Society’s Hutton Medal (1997) and
Charles Fleming Environmental Award (2010).
CBE (1989);
N.Z. 1990 Commemoration Medal;
Biodiversity Accolade (2000);
Loder Cup (1975);
Awards of N.Z.-Conservation and the Environment (1994);
N.Z. Alpine Club-Honorary Membership. 2002.
N.Z. Ecological Society: Life Membership. 2004.
Ecological Society of America: Life Membership. 2007.
DCNZM, 2001; KNZM, 2009.

Publications:
Books:
“New Zealand Alpine Plants” (with Nancy Adams). 1973; reprinted 1986; Reed Pub. 1995; Godwit Pub.
“Above the treeline: A nature guide to alpine New Zealand”. 2012; Craig Potton Publishers.
“Standing my Ground: A voice for nature conservation”. 2015; University of Otago Press.
I have also published 202 peer-reviewed scientific papers and book chapters.
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Submission:
As a member of the Otago Conservation Board when the Shag Point marine reserve proposal was
being considered and its chairperson when the Nugget Point proposal was advanced (but not adopted by
the then Minister of Conservation), as well as a Member of the Fiordland Marine Guardians up until
2013, I am conversant with the issues confronting marine protection and also aware that the Otago
Province is the only coastal one in this country not yet to have achieved formal marine protection
anywhere along its extended coastline. However, the importance of adequately protecting the full range
of marine biodiversity, has been accepted (Document pp. 12-3) and is strongly endorsed, as its
sustainable management, for both its heritage and economic values.
By establishing the South East Marine Protection Forum with widely representative membership,
the Government has recognised the need to address this serious anomaly in New Zealand’s Marine
Protection Network. I have been to two public meetings convened by the Forum and also read most of
their recently released, 203-page Conservation Document (Vol. 1) and relevant sections of their 172-page
Supplementary Information, which include many magnificent marine images. The 14-member, widely
representative Forum, which includes three Ngai Tahu nominees, is to be congratulated on their
production of this most comprehensive document.
Two types of marine protection are optional: formal Marine Reserves (Type 1), under the Marine
Reserves Act 1971 (now considered out-dated and, unfortunately, not yet revised), and Marine Protected
Areas with some relevant specified fisheries restrictions (Type 2), under the Fisheries Act 1993. The
Forum Region, from Timaru south to Waipapa Point, is relatively diverse, containing some 34 of the 44
coastal habitat types recognised in the New Zealand coastal habitat classification system.
Ideally, a marine protected area would contain a network of several habitat types, to provide
connectivity and ecological resilience to the individual habitats.
Of the 20 sites recognised for formal protection, nine are proposed as of Type 1: No-take Marine
Reserves, while ten are proposed as Type 2: Marine Protected Areas with various restrictions on fishing
methods. The 20th site (T: Kelp forest) has been proposed specifically to protect much of the area of
bladder kelp (Macrocystis pyrifera), and so is a special case, neither Type 1 or 2, and so will be
considered separately at the end of my submission.
The minimum options proposed by the Forum for the Type 1 (No-take Marine Reserves) amounts to
a mere 3.5% of the area under their consideration while, with all of the larger options included, it totals
about 5.3% according to the Forum’s Chair (ODT Letter to Editor of 5/11/16). This is far short of the
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Achii recommended international target, that NZ is a formal signatory to, of 10%, now considered as a
minimum to adequately protect such heritage values in any region. Moreover, I note that a formal
recommendation of the World Conservation Congress at the Sydney World Parks Congress of 2014,
contained the clause:
“2. ENCOURAGES IUCN State and Government Agency Members to designate and implement at least
30% of each marine habitat in a network of highly protected MPAs and other effective area-based conservation
measures, with the ultimate aim of creating a fully sustainable ocean, at least 30% of which has no extractive
activities, subject to the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities.”

Also, this resolution was endorsed by members of the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), at the recent (September 2016) World Conservation Congress in
Hawaii, with a formal resolution which included (Cl. 13):
“ENCOURAGES the Parties to the CBD to consider a new process for developing post-2020 targets to increase the
percentage of marine areas highly protected to 30% by 2030.”

It is also generally recognised that even areas that have been ecologically degraded for one reason or
another, can be predicted to recover over time under the appropriate management regime. I have therefore
recommended some areas additional to those areas being presented in the Forum’s report.
According to the Forum’s Chair (ODT Letter; 5/11/16) the proposed Type 2 MPAs cover an
additional 17.5% of the region’s area but these do not qualify as “highly protected MPAs” in terms of
either the IUCN’s or Achii’s criteria.

Recommendations:
All of the nine Type 1 proposed Marine Reserves are strongly endorsed but with the following four
amendments:
Site B. Waitaki Coastal: The Extension option is strongly supported for this proposed protected area,
particularly to improve and increase the protection of the Little Blue Penguin population in this area,
which is now an important feature of the Oamaru Township and a very important tourist asset for the
town, and so is also of considerable economic value. This Extension option would also be of considerable
relevance for the welfare, in relation to habitat, of the threatened Hector’s Dolphin.

Site D. Pleasant River to Stony Creek: The Option 2 is supported since it includes more of the deep
sub-tidal reef habitat, as well as increasing the protection of the fish communities associated with the kelp
‘forests’ here.
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The Pleasant River estuary is perhaps the most extensive and intact example within the entire
area under consideration, with a range of habitats, so its inclusion, together with the smaller estuary at
the mouth of Stony Creek to the north, from the mean high water springs in both estuaries, outward to
the maximum distance; 10 km off-shore,is proposed. This would include all of the extensive ‘forests’ of
bladder kelp (Macrocystis pyrifera), as well as increased diversity related to a greater variety of
substrates (as shown in Map D, p. 59), which is most desirable and so is formally recommended.
As stated in the consultation document, the Pleasant River estuary has been formally recognised as
‘an area of significant conservation value’ in the DCC’s District Plan and also as a ‘regionally significant
wetland’ in the ORC’s Regional Plan: Water. The formally protected marginal strip and the Pleasant
River Sand Spit Conservation Area should continue to be recognised.
The recognised ‘research potential’ of the area (item #197; p.58) is accepted but the suggestion of
‘development as a tourist attraction’ (also item # 197) could be in conflict, particularly on the vulnerable
salt marsh component.

Site F. Saunders and Papanui Canyons: Option 1 is strongly supported for both canyons and the
surrounding plateau, as a formal Marine Reserve (Type 1) since it would protect this adjacent pair of
notable features along this section of coast. Importantly, this Saunders Canyon is known to have a very
rich biodiversity and are also ‘hotspots’ for both whales and a variety of seabirds. The adjacent Papanui
Canyon could, alternatively, be a Type 2 Protected Area at the northern end of this area. This
alternative has not been presented in the document, but is recommended for serious consideration.

Site I. Harakeke Point to White Island: An extension to Tow Rock is strongly recommended, since this
is an offshore rocky island in an area with a rich biodiversity and a strong current of particularly clear
waters.

The ten Type 2 Marine Protected Areas are also endorsed, but with one proposed amendment:

Site E. Bryozoan Type 2: Option 1 is supported, including a ban on all set netting, which would better
protect the Bryozoan beds and also the Penguin and Sea Lion foraging areas.
I also strongly recommend that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine aquiculture and
mining be formally prohibited in all of the Marine Protected Areas.
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Site T. (Bladder) Kelp Forest (Type: Other): Apparently no provision has been made, in the Forum’s
Terms of Reference, for this ~15.8 km2 area of bladder kelp forest in the area between the Timaru
breakwater and Pipikaretu Point, which is said to represent almost all (98.8%) of the mapped bladder
kelp forest within the forum region. The document makes a strong case for the formal protection of this
important resource, given its contribution to the biodiversity and habitat protection in the area under
consideration, but states that it does not meet the protection standard set out in the MPA policy. A
formal status that would restrict its commercial harvesting is justified, and strongly recommended,
since this kelp is apparently known to be seriously impacted by harvesting. Perhaps a new category of
protected area is required; its requirement is unlikely to be restricted to this region.

Obvious gaps in the proposed network.
Based on my knowledge of this region, I have identified several areas, justifying formal protection as
part of this important exercise. These are as follows:
1. Formal protection for the offshore area, between Kakanui and Oamaru is justified on the basis of the
unusual concentrations of sea tulips and tubeworms in this area, as well as this being an important
foraging area for Hector’s dolphins and little blue penguins. A large Type 2 MPA with no set netting is
recommended for protecting these values in this area.

2. Formal protection in the vicinity of Shag Point, in recognition of its ease of accessibility and
with its diverse habitats for a variety of fish, crayfish, as well as sea weeds and seabirds (see item 201),
is strongly recommended; it would complement the Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1) proposal and
also be much more accessible to the general public, thus relieving some pressure on the former.
This area has previously been considered for formal protection by the Otago Conservation Board,
and a strong case made at that time. Although its values were freely acknowledged at this time, some
local opposition won the day. But with a much better appreciation of the multiple values of formal
marine protection at this time, it is strongly recommended as a formal Shag Point Marine Reserve.
3. Formal protection of the Nugget Point area. As with Shag Point, and mentioned earlier, the
Nuggets has also been previously considered for formal protection by the Otago Conservation Board,
but was declined at ministerial level.
The strong case made at that time remains as relevant to-day, as described in the consultation
document (pp. 134 – 7). Long Point has been suggested as an “option’ is substitution for Nuggets but I
consider Long Point complementary and worthy of inclusion in its own right, as has been described. It is
certainly not a substitution for the Nuggets, which must remain as probably one of the most, if not the
most important marine area, ecologically, along the whole length of coastline under consideration.
The brief, 3-page (135 – 7) description provided in the document, particularly its location in the area of
convergence of cold southern and warmer northern currents, which makes for a particularly rich and
variable biodiversity. The document wrongly claims that the Nuggets is representative of the Catlins
region (as Long Point clearly is): rather the Nuggets marks its northern boundary, so that it is
transitional , an area of convergence as stated earlier and with a unique range of habitats and
associated biodiversity. Although its unique values were freely acknowledged at this earlier time, some
local, highly vociferous opposition won the day, as with Shag Point.
I wish to emphasise that this current exercise has been formalised at a ministerial level and, with todays much better appreciation of the multiple ecological and economic values of a fully protected
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marine reserve of such importance, I strongly recommended that a formal Nugget Point Marine
Reserve, over the area recognised as representative, be established as part of this exercise.
In addition to Nugget Point, the area offshore from the Te Rere terrestrial protected area,
managed by the Forest and Bird Protection Society, primarily for the conservation of Yellow-eyed
Penguins, should also be seriously considered for formal protection, particularly to complement the
terrestrial protected area. This would, among other benefits, enable better security of the penguin
feeding grounds, and should therefore extend at least 3km along the coast centred on the terrestrial
protected area and to the maximum distance, 12 nautical miles, offshore.
4. Estuaries are very poorly and inadequately represented in the Forum’s recommendations, given
their importance as nursery grounds for flat fish, eels, white bait, and feeding grounds for a wide variety
shore birds, several migratory. While the Pleasant River estuary south of Palmerston and the equally
extensive Tahakopa/Maclennan estuary in the Catlins Region (the latter enhanced by its connection to
a protected area of podocarp-broadleaved forest behind), have both been recommended as
components of marine reserves.
Aramoana at the mouth of Otago Harbour should also be considered in this context. While the
intertidal area here is protected as an Ecological Area, its diversity and ecological value would be
considerably enhanced with at least limited extension into the sub-tidal zone, where seagrass beds (one
of the three important ‘biogenic habitats’ of the region, noted in the document (p. 2), are a distinctive
feature. This should also be investigated.

I trust the recommendations contained in this submission will be given serious consideration.

Sincerely,
Alan F. Mark. PhD, ΦΒΚ (Duke), Hon DSc (Otago), FRSNZ, KNZM. Emeritus Professor.
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nationally. My work included both the fishery resource and all user groups - from
which evolved the approach of bringing all players together to address specific
fishery and area management initiatives. The Fiordland initiative was the first of
its kind in New Zealand to address the issues within a marine area using a
comprehensive, integrated approach. Since 2000 I have continued this work
independently.
Submission
Prohibiting harvesting of sea life, including fish, shellfish and seaweed, is the
principal provision contained in marine reserve and marine protected area
legislation. And sustainability of sea life has been the foremost justification of
those advocating marine reserves/marine protected areas.
But, sustainability is specific to species and communities so the marine area
required to achieve sustainability will vary greatly depending on the
requirements of that species or community.
Information needed to achieve sustainability of a fish species, for instance,
includes both population estimates (recruitment, growth and mortality etc.) and
harvesting levels (commercial, recreational, customary and illegal catch). Such
comprehensive information is rarely available. Unfortunately, the oft-quoted
‘spill over’ effects from marine reserves from relatively small areas surrounding
a reserve do not constitute sustainability in the wider sense. In fact, if
commercial fishing is displaced from a discrete area within a Quota Management
Area (QMA), and the total allowable catch (TAC) is not reduced, sustainability
could be at risk.
Those advocating marine reserves put great weight on the recommended 30% of
the marine environment to be free of harvesting to improve sustainability on a
global basis. But whether 30%, or any other percentage, would actually improve
overall sustainability is a moot point.
And harvesting can be prohibited in New Zealand by measures in the Fisheries
Act. Furthermore, the South Island Customary Fisheries Regulations contain
provisions for mataitai and rahui - where appointed kaitiaki may create nonharvesting areas but allow specific customary harvesting practices under certain
conditions. These regulations were initiated on the basis of the Ngai Tahu Treaty
Settlement.
Unsustainable removal or damage to a species is not the only serious risk to the
marine environment. In my opinion, climate change, the invasion of marine pests
and catchment inputs are potentially far greater risks, none of which can be
controlled by marine reserves/marine protected areas.
For instance, bleaching of the corals forming the iconic Great Barrier Reef is due
to climate warming. Further, a rapidly increasing number of virulent marine
pests are being delivered by vessels into NZ waters and are now being rapidly
dispersed around our coast. These pests are proving almost impossible to
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eradicate - as has been demonstrated at Sunday Cove, Fiordland, where Undaria
was discovered in 2010. Since then monthly removal using a range of methods
has cost well over $1million and individual Undaria plants are still occasionally
found. As for the contribution from farmland (sediment and plant nutrients), the
effects are ubiquitous. And some very unusual effects have been observed, such
as swollen rock lobsters hunkered down on rocks around Banks Peninsula after
Lake Ellesmere had been opened to the sea, discharging a slug of damaging
enriched contents into the marine environment.
Undoubtedly marine reserves have imparted a feel good factor for many in the
community and an opportunity to get into the water and observe sea life. But
sustainability is not guaranteed and marine protected areas are still vulnerable
to pest invasions, the effects of runoff from land and climate change.
Having said this, I do consider ‘no take’ areas have a place, but only if this
provision is one in a comprehensive tool-box used to take care of the wider
marine environment. All aspects of a marine area must be carefully considered
and the most effective combination of tools put in place. The community and
agencies took this approach for the Fiordland and Kaikoura Marine Areas - a
positive and successful ongoing experience for both marine areas and all
involved.
Indeed, the Fiordland Marine Guardians identified eight new marine reserves
and a number of ‘china shops’ to protect specific assemblages from damage.
The Government driven approach to only identify marine protected areas for the
Southeast Coast is, to me, a lost opportunity when it could have included all the
marine values of the area and come up with a comprehensive and integrated way
of looking after the whole South-East coastal marine area in the long term.
For instance, marine biosecurity issues are fast gaining prominence but how will
actions required to address the invasion of marine pests into ‘protected’ areas be
handled given the permanency of marine reserve status and two different acts
and agencies (DOC and MPI) involved?
It seems that all manner of issues could result from placing areas of the marine
environment into permanent ‘protected’ status. This approach could pre-empt
other higher priority needs, yet to become evident, from being addressed.
But a comprehensive and inclusive approach, as was developed for the Fiordland
and Kaikoura marine areas, provides the flexibility needed for effectively
managing marine areas into the future.
For all these reasons, I consider the South-East Coast Marine Protection proposal
is an unsuitable approach at this time.
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission.
Laurel Teirney
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
We do enjoy seeing yellow-eyed penguins, little penguins, NZ dolphins and
many other species, in their natural environment. It is often small creatures
that matter as well, things that are not so obvious. Fossicking around the
shorelines is always interesting for a wide audience, but only if there are
things to see. We owe it to future generations that they are able to do the
same. It is unacceptable that they will need to go to the zoo to see these
animals.
Recreational fishing near other Marine Reserves or Marine protected areas
seems to be very successful, hence putting aside 30 % of our coastline as
recommended by IUCN is a small cost considering future benefits for everyone.
Yours,
Peter Keller
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Seeing the numbers of Yellow Eyed Penguin drop by nearly 50% in the last few
years makes this reserve extension all the more pressing.
Yours,
Veronica Stevenson
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Save our southern seas by creating marines reserves and marine protected
areas. Thankyou.
Yours,
Karyn Hamon
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Overall, instead of discrete Marine Protected Areas, it would make sense to
designate the whole Forum Region out to 12nm one Marine Protected Area which
would be a no-take area, where marine farms and mining are prohibited, with
specific exceptions in areas which will not prejudice the long term viability
of habitats and ecosystems. The purpose of the excepted areas would be to
allow for existing users of the marine environment and to meet Treaty
settlement obligations. This would make it easier to monitor non-compliance
and would allow for connected sequences of different habitat to protect the
full range of biodiversity. Set netting should not be permitted anywhere.
Yours,
Jill Stone
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
As a boy I worked in the native forest aroung there, loved it, and still do,
and go there.
Regards.
Michael Brosnan
Yours,
Michael Brosnan.
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Having travelled a lot around the world and seen o how destroyed many of the
natural habitats are, I believe protecting what we have at home should be of
the upmost importance.
Yours,
Sam Cottrell-Davies
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
There unique quality the marine life brings to the likes of the Otago
Peninsula and the Catlins gives the people who call that area home the
distinct pleasure and privilege of living alongside some incredible nature,
whilst also drawing in a tourist market and spreading the opportunity to see
nature as it was intended. It is vital to protect these marine environments,
down to the kelp forests and the cats eyes. We are only custodians. Please
act for our future. kind regards Kyla
Yours,
Kyla Cresswell

seasons, there are no flood events. However, shortfin eels can be caught at any time
in estuaries, so they are able to provide a “top-up” catch during dry seasons when
there are few floods. Without these estuarine areas available to fish, the commercial
eel industry will quickly expire.
All of the proposed estuaries are very important fisheries. Median and maximum
shortfin eel catches (per annum) in each area are estimated below:

In addition to the above table, it should be noted that:
1. There are no alternative areas for commercial eel fishermen to catch their
SFE quota. All other estuarine areas are either fully utilised, or closed (see point
3 below).
2. The strategic value of these estuaries for commercial eeling means that the
loss of any of the above areas threatens the closure of the entire South Island eel
fishery.
3. Each of the estuarine MPA proposals exceed the “undue adverse effects test”,
which is generally a loss of greater than 5-10% of a fishery.
4. There are already a number of mataitai reserves and DoC-managed reserves
in estuaries of the South-East Marine area. These are listed below:
Mataitai Reserves:
• Wainono lagoon
• Waikoaiti estuary
• Waikawa estuary

DoC- Managed Reserves (as indicated by DoC public on-line GIS facility)
• Waipati (Chaslands) estuary
• Puerua Estuary (part)
• Akatore creek estuary, upstream of Akatore Road
• Tomahawk lagoon
• Orokonui Creek lagoon (Waitati)
• Hawksbury lagoon
• Shag River lagoon
• Wainono lagoon
• Otaio River mouth
• Pareora River mouth
• Normanby lagoon
All of these areas are closed to commercial eel fishing, and are given a considerable
degree of “protection”. In the case of DoC-managed areas, these should have been
considered in the first instance for MPA’s, as they already provide a significant
degree of protection, including no commercial fishing allowed. It is surprising that
none of these areas were considered for MPA’s of any kind and indicates a bias
towards closing more areas to commercial fishing, rather than providing a network of
representative protected areas at least cost.
Additional comments:
a) Five of the 20 proposed MPA’s (25%) are estuarine, impacting principally on the
commercial eel fishery. However, the MPA Forum has no (i.e. zero) representation
from commercial eel fishers. Nor has there been any response from the Forum to the
letter SIEIA sent about this earlier this year. This letter is appended to this
submission.
How can the Forum correctly identify estuarine areas as MPA’s, when those most
directly impacted (commercial eel fishers) are not even represented? SIEIA is not
represented by any of the commercial fishing representatives on the Forum. They,
along with all other members of the Forum, know nothing of how the commercial eel
fishery operates, nor the logistic and economic importance of these estuarine areas to
the commercial eel fishery.
(b) In the SE Area there are already 3 estuaries gazetted as mataitai, and 11 estuaries
gazetted as DoC-owned reserves, and thus closed to commercial eel fishing. Why
didn't the Forum recommend some (or all) of these DoC-owned estuaries as MPA's?
We see the reason to be greed, and an insidious desire to exclude commercial eeling
from as many areas as possible.
(c) Every consent holder upstream of an estuarine MPA will need to take heed of the
fact that their consented dam/diversion/discharge/in-river work will need to assess the
effects of their activities on the downstream estuary marine reserve. Have these
consent holders been consulted? Have they been made aware of their new
responsibilities? We asked this question at the Christchurch drop-in meeting and the
answer was no.

in danger of wasting taxpayers money and it could be said that you see fishermen
(commercial, customary and recreational) as easier targets than freshwater polluters.
Consequently, we do not wish to participate in your questionnaire (in its present
form). However, we would like to be added to your mailing list so that we can keep
informed of South East Marine Protection Forum deliberations.
Yours faithfully

Victor Thompson
Chairman – South Island Eel Industry Association Inc

Overview of Otago Inshore fisheries interests
Otago’s freshwater and coastal marine fisheries are of significant importance to Otago
communities and the wider regional economy. These fisheries rely on healthy aquatic
environments to sustain them. Pollutants reaching the coastal marine environment can
adversely affect fisheries resources and fishing in several ways. For example
• increased sediment loading can adversely effect the survival rates of fish and
shellfish larvae ( e.g. kina and paua) resulting in decreased recruitment into the
fishery
• Increased sediment loading adversely affects habitats such as seaweed beds.
These form important nursery environments for fish and shellfish larvae.
• Coastal water quality is crucial to wild bivalve fisheries (e.g. cockles and surf
clams). These species are filter feeders which concentrate contaminants, and
consequently are subject to robust food safety controls. Contamination, even
at low levels, by human or animal waste to coastal waters will effectively
close these fisheries due to the presence of bacterial and viral pathogens.
• Increased nutrients such as nitrates have the potential to effect algal
production in the coastal area. Algal blooms can be potentially toxic and
effect the functioning of marine ecosystems.
• Elevated loadings of N, P pathogens and sediment all have a detrimental effect
on Otago’s commercial and customary freshwater eel fisheries.
There is considerable potential to develop Otago’s inshore fisheries, providing it is
done sustainably, and the environmental impacts of harvesting are appropriately
mitigated. These additional fisheries include:
• Edible Kelp species
• Surf clams
• Paddle crabs
• Octopus
• Queen scallops
These potential fisheries are all dependent on good water quality, and can be severely
impacted by degraded freshwaters entering the nearshore marine environment, In

addition, the potential to develop nearshore aquaculture in Otago Region can be
severely diminished by degraded freshwaters entering the marine ecosystem.
The Quota Management System (QMS) and commercial initiatives are extremely
important to maintaining these fisheries for sustainable harvest. The QMS limits the
amounts of each species which can be harvested, so as not to adversely reduce their
density to the point where harvest becomes uneconomic and to allow for a healthy
adult breeding population to remain, and therefore sustain the fishery.
It is imperative that the habitats of these fisheries are maintained and preferably
enhanced, to ensure their sustainability. In most circumstances, fresh water quality is
not something that recreational, commercial or customary fishermen can manage, or
enhance.

Hectors Protectors
Attention: South-East Marine Protection Forum
PO Box 5244, Moray Place
sempf@doc.govt.nz

To Whom it May Concern,
Re: Consultation Document On Proposed Marine Protected Areas for New Zealand’s South Island
and South-East Coast
Hectors Protectors welcomes this opportunity to review the above draft document. We provide the
following comments on the Consultation document:
General Comments:
•

We would be interested to know how the Panel considered conflicts of interest as
commercial fishing impacts appear to have been disproportionately considered in
determining location and size of the proposed MPAs.
• We would be interested to understand the rationale behind the statement at Section 55 that a
single MPA would be impracticeal due to geography.
• We support the creation of all proposed MPAs, including the extensions. Although there has
been references to some threatened species, we believe there is a missed opportunity for
considering the potential impact on threatened species conservation by creating these MPAs.
For example, for Hector’s dolphins conservation and for some of the adult forms of
whitebait species.
• There has been little consideration of size of the proposed MPAs with regard to marine
protection impacts for related flora and fauna vs impact on human usage. It appears
commercial fishing has been the primary criterion for determining size. We would be
interested to understand the criteria or process used to determine size.
• There has been little consideration made of the likely impact of intensified fishing activities
on adjoining areas resulting from creation of the MPAs and a notable lack of
recommendations to MPI relating to subsequent measures to reduce fishing intensity
impacts.
• We query how passing through rights would be policed (e.g. section 392)?
A. Tuhawaiki to Pareora
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We support the additional fishing restriction in this propsoed MPA. We support a complete
fishing restriction in this MPA.
B. Waitaki Coastal
• We support creation of this MPA.

•

C.

D.

E.

I.

J.

K.
L.

M.

N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.

S.
T.

We support the extension to the north (refer Section 136) in order to offer further ptoection to
Hector’s dolphins.
Waitaki Offshore
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We believe that whitebaiting should be restricted in this MPA (refer 158).
• Section 166 refers to mitigation measures on commercial fishing vessels that reduce impacts on
dolphins. We are not aware of any such measures currently implemented and believe that these
should be identified.
Pleasant River to Stony Creek
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We support the larger option to protect rock lobster.
to H Otago Shelf
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We support restrictions identified in Section 247.
• We support Alternative 1 of the two options proposed.
• We support protection of both Saunder and Papanui Canyons.
Harakeke Point to White Island
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We support Option 2, including Tow Rock.
White Island to Waldronville
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We support creation of this as a Marine Reserve and a no take zone.
Green Island
• We support creation of this MPA.
Akatore Estuary
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We would support restriction of whitebait fishing.
Alkatore Estuary
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We query how the passing through rights would be policed?
Akutore Offshore
• We support creation of this MPA.
Long Point
• We support creation of this MPA.
Long Point Offshore
• We support creation of this MPA.
Tahakopa Estuary
• We support creation of this MPA.
Tautuku Estuary
• We support creation of this MPA.
• We would support this being extended from the estuary to the coastal zone (i.e. including the
estuary mouth) and see this as an important extension.
Haldrane
• We support creation of this MPA.
Kelp Forest

•
•

We support creation of this MPA.
We would support this being upgraded to a Marine Reserve and do not understand why this
option was not taken.

Yours Sincerely,

Dr Troy Coyle
Secretary, Hectors Protectors
hectorsprotectors@gmail.com
TEL:
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To: sempf@doc.govt.nz
Your Name

Experiencing Marine Reserves

Your Email

info@emr.org.nz

Address

Rockell Rd, RD1 Hikurangi

Organisation (Optional)
Subject

Submission on South-East Marine Protected Areas

Interest Group (optional):

Marine science

Message The amount of fully protected areas proposed (5.3%) is significantly below
MPA policy target (10%) and internationally recognised targets of 30%.
The Experiencing Marine Reserves programme is operational in Otago, but we do not have
any marine reserves in that region yet. We support the type 1 proposals but must insist that
these areas are accessible so that we can utilise these sites for marine education. We also
suggest that Quarantine Island and the Mole (aramoana) are considered as possible type 1
sites
I recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2):
Support. This area is a hot spot for Hector's dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1):
Support the extension with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide
better representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and
Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2):
Support with a further extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats
used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat
which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish communities
associated with kelp forests. The boundary should be extended to allow access from the
road, so the site could be utilised for marine education!
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1:
Support. This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan species and
associated faunal communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1:

Support but recommend that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's
Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more
complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation
of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its special bryozoan species. The extension
to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been
represented in the proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for
the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such
areas are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the
Bryozoan communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1):
Support, and recommend inclusion of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most
effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant
marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major city,
and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2):
Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of
biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1):
Support. This has a high diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research,
public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1):
Support, but recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure
that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend
straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve
management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2):
Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M as above.
O Long Point (Type 1):
Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed penguin
foraging habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2):
Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1):

Support, and recommend that it extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the
only representation of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
S Haldane (Type 2):
Support. Important estuary habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests
provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection Needed I seek
that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be prohibited in all
the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve
between The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be
from the coast offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat type is
not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would also represent
yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere yelloweyed penguin reserve.
PART C: CREATING A NETWORK OF MPA / GENERAL COMMENTS
I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine protected
areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum, with expansions and
additions noted in Part B.
The Forum’s current proposals protects only 5.3% of the regions Territorial Sea (TS) as
no-take marine reserves (Type 1 MPAs). This will not meet the Government’s own MPA
Policy or our international obligations to conserve and protect marine biodiversity. The
obvious opportunities to extend Type 1 protection to 18% of the TS are outlined in Part B
above. I call on the Forum to embrace a bolder vision to help restore the abundance of
marine life in these southern seas.
Currently only 0.4% of mainland New Zealand’s Territorial Seas are fully protected in notake marine reserves. Our marine environment desperately needs a comprehensive network
of MPAs to enable marine species to flourish. Some of New Zealand’s critically
endangered marine animals such as yellow-eyed penguins, NZ Seal Lions and various
albatross species live in the South-East region. However, the current proposal does not do
enough to protect their foraging habitats.
The network of MPAs in the South-East Region must include protection for the full range
of habitats and enough no-take reserves that are big enough to restore and maintain healthy
ecosystem.
I am very disappointed that no marine reserves are being proposed for Shag Point, The
Nuggets, or Karitane, as there has been wide public support for marine protection in these
areas in the past.
I also submit that all destructive bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be
prohibited in all the MPAs.
I also remind the Forum that as well as protecting biodiversity, no-take marine reserves
provide a space where New Zealanders and tourists who love to dive/snorkel can have a
meaningful underwater recreational experience. Currently those who like to fish
(commercial and recreational) have access to 99.6% of mainland New Zealand waters.
Their chosen activity has depleted marine ecosystems to such an extent that there are now

very few places where those whose preferred activity is diving/snorkeling can enjoy their
recreational activity of choice. Most of the proposed Type 1 reserves have poor or limited
access. Divers/snorkelers and Otago kids need and deserve ACCESSIBLE no-take marine
reserves.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
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Submission on South-East Marine Protected Areas

Interest Group (optional): Recreational diver/snorkeller Conservationist Tourism Marine
science Recreational fisher
Message I am a marine scientist, with more than 30 years international experience in the
design, development and assessment of effectiveness of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs),
focused on tropical systems. The worth of MPAs across a broad range of economic, social
- recreational and environmental - conservation values is indisputable, and these rightly
form an important part of NZ's marine policy, indeed international obligations. Yet to date,
NZ has not been a leader in the establishment of marine reserves in coastal waters or the
EEZ, the contentious Kermadecs proposal notwithstanding. We have fallen well behind
other nations, many with far greater economic and demographic challenges than us (eg.
Indonesia, Philippines) in establishing MPAs towards a sustainable future for our huge and
incredibly important marine realm.
In light of the above, I support and recommend the following:
A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2):
Support. This area is a hot spot for Hector's dolphins.
B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1):
Support the extension with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide
better representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and
Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2):
Support with a further extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats
used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef habitat
which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish communities
associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally recognised IBA for yelloweyed penguins and Otago shags.
E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1:
Support. This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan species and

associated faunal communities.
F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1:
Support but recommend that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper's
Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more
complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation
of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its special bryozoan species. The extension
to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been
represented in the proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for
the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area. Such
areas are poorly represented in the proposal.
G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the
Bryozoan communities.
H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2:
Don't support. This option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity.
I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1):
Support, and recommend inclusion of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most
effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant
marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major city,
and world class if connected to site F.
J White Island to Waldronville (Type 2):
Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve much in the way of
biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries restrictions on the
adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke point (I)
K Green Island (Type 1):
Support. This has a high diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research,
public enjoyment and education.
L Akatore Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1):
Support, but recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure
that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend
straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve
management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2):
Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M as above.
O Long Point (Type 1):
Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed penguin
foraging habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA.
P Long Point Offshore (Type 2):

Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net prohibition.
Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1):
Support, and recommend that it extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the
only representation of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary
R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea
birds.
S Haldane (Type 2):
Support. Important estuary habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests
provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection Needed I seek
that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be prohibited in all
the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve
between The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be
from the coast offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats
within the area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat type is
not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would also represent
yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere yelloweyed penguin reserve.
PART C: CREATING A NETWORK OF MPA / GENERAL COMMENTS
I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine protected
areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum, with expansions and
additions noted in Part B.
The Forum’s current proposals protects only 5.3% of the regions Territorial Sea (TS) as
no-take marine reserves (Type 1 MPAs). This will not meet the Government’s own MPA
Policy or our international obligations to conserve and protect marine biodiversity. The
obvious opportunities to extend Type 1 protection to 18% of the TS are outlined in Part B
above. I call on the Forum to embrace a bolder vision to help restore the abundance of
marine life in these southern seas.
Currently only 0.4% of mainland New Zealand’s Territorial Seas are fully protected in notake marine reserves. Our marine environment desperately needs a comprehensive network
of MPAs to enable marine species to flourish. Some of New Zealand’s critically
endangered marine animals such as yellow-eyed penguins, NZ Seal Lions and various
albatross species live in the South-East region. However, the current proposal does not do
enough to protect their foraging habitats.
The network of MPAs in the South-East Region must include protection for the full range
of habitats and enough no-take reserves that are big enough to restore and maintain healthy
ecosystem.
I am very disappointed that no marine reserves are being proposed for Shag Point, The
Nuggets, or Karitane, as there has been wide public support for marine protection in these
areas in the past.
I also submit that all destructive bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be
prohibited in all the MPAs.
I also remind the Forum that as well as protecting biodiversity, no-take marine reserves
provide a space where New Zealanders and tourists who love to dive/snorkel can have a

meaningful underwater recreational experience. Currently those who like to fish
(commercial and recreational) have access to 99.6% of mainland New Zealand waters.
Their chosen activity has depleted marine ecosystems to such an extent that there are now
very few places where those whose preferred activity is diving/snorkeling can enjoy their
recreational activity of choice. Most of the proposed Type 1 reserves have poor or limited
access. Divers/snorkelers need and deserve ACCESSIBLE no-take marine reserves.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.

Yours,
Michael Lane
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I wholeheartedly   agree with and support the above submission .   It is
vitally important that these marine areas are given the protection they
deserve - without further delay. Absolutely
Yours,
Marion E BEGG
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
To ensure we preserve it we need to protect it - such treaures through
complex ecosystems are our
responsibility to pass forward .
Yours,
Victoria Boffey
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
We have less than 1% of our wetlands left because they weren't considered
valuable historically and now it is too late to restore many of them as the
degradation is so bad.
I don't want to see this mistake repeated with our marine environment. Please
protect it before it is too late. The area around Oamaru, the Otago
Peninsula, Catlins and the bottom of the South Island should be protected.
I'm visiting the Great Barrier reef in April with my grandchildren because I
know that it won't be there in it's current state for much longer. And it's
current state is a remnant of what it used to be.
Please consider we are only part of the whole ecosystem. Please protect my
grandchildrens' heritage.
Yours,

Lynne McLellan
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
In the same way that we need to protect a wide variety of natural habitats
on land, New Zealand also needs to protect all kinds of our marine
environments. Marine Reserves are important all around our coasts, including
all these sites proposed. Please look to the future and make bold and
courageous choices.
Yours,
Heather Garside
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
This is vital work for a country that is perceived as "green" and "wildlife
savvy" when in fact behind the glossy advertising of New Zealand to the rest
of the world; it is lacking in many areas.
Conservation and protection is key.
Best wishes
Naomi
Yours,
Naomi Wallis
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
The ocean and it's inhabitants are the lifeblood and the litmus of the
health of this nation, please see past the economic exigencies of the status
quo and allow protection of those members of our native species in threat
from decline and in many cases extinction.
Thanks you for taking time to listen to us.
Yours,
Huw Stuart Parslow
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
We need to be generous to our environment. It can't be all about extraction.
We need to give it more chance to relax and recover.
We are famous for our nature and need to cherish and protect it.
It would be nice if we could become world leaders for good things again.

Yours,
Anne Mein
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I think it is crucial that any Marine Reserves are easily accessible to the
public particularly to children so they can see the benefits of creating
special areas. The educational potential of having reserves is enormous and
they need to be in places that can be visited on an easy, regular basis to
develop close relationships between people and place.
Many thanks for the opportunity to submit.
Yours,
Amanda Hasselman
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Please give more protection and consideration to the natural world, as the
future of humanity depends so much on the health of the worlds ecology that
surrounds us all.
Thank You
Dave Hilliard

Yours,
Dave Hilliard
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Doesn't matter that someone from Forest and Bird wrote the above for me it's
just what iIwas saying to the neighbour the other day. And he's a Scotsman.
But seriously, to put it politely, I would suggest that you fellas in
Wellington get off your backsides and get cracking. Most of you were born in
NZ and those that weren't surely love the beautiful country you live in. I
still do and I'm over here. So why haven't you got cracking long before now??
Get those government departments moving. There's too much mucking around.
Mind you, this country I'm living in now, the government needs a good kick
where it hurts concerning wildlife. Got too much going on in their heads
about independence.
All the best with this to you all. Next newsletter I expect to hear that the
government has rushed all this through. Well, I'm allowed to dream. Spent too
many years in NZ to know what will go on. Mind you it's the same all round
the world. Got into reading about Antarctica recently. History and present

day. Amazing place. Don't think I'll ever get there even as a tourist.
Yours,
Don Rowson

You can take the boy out of NZ but you can't take NZ out of the boy.
My accent stands out like a sore thumb amongst these English and Scots.
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
The success of other protected marine environments in New Zealand
(Wellington, Goat Island and the Poor Knights are 3 I have visited) is
dramatic and the positive outcomes far out way the negative impact on those
who seem to want to oppose such areas of Marine Protection.The marine
environment is a vital and under-resourced part of our natural heritage and
there are multiple examples of the life threatening pressures on marine
mammals, fish and many other species in coastal habitats on the South East
Coast of our Island.
Yours,
Win Parkes
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Having spent time in New Zealand I marvelled at the superb wildlife that
your country has. Having witnessed the mess made of UK waters and wildlife by
the European Union I urge you to move to save what you have from the hands of
big business before they ruin your seas in the persist of profit.
New Zealand deserves better
G
Yours,
David Spearman
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important issue. For today
and tomorrow action must be taken to preserve our future and to honour the
Treaty Of Waitangi, Protection, Partnership and Participation, nga mihi nui

Yours,
Pru Casey
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
New Zealand must do more, we are losing our international reputation as a
country that values its biodiversity.
Yours,
Anne Webber
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and
marine protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection
Forum, with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. I would
also support expansion of the proposal.
Yours,
Chris Brown
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I strongly support marine reserves to protect the many native species dying
out, including intelligent mammals, such as dolphins and whales. New Zealand
needs to do all it can to stop the destruction of the marine environment and
to balance over-fishing, which is leaving native seabirds and Maui's dolphins
facing extinction. Marine reserves are the answer to a dying ocean that looks
like a desert stripped of all life.
Yours,
Rose Davis
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
It is vital not just for conservation; but our biggest dollar earner
tourism, that the government of New Zealand takes affirmative action in
protecting our rich biodiversity from predation by commercial and private
interests.
Yours,
Huw Hill-Male
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I would like to see the proposed marine reserves extended to cover the range
of yellow eyed penguins foraging habitat at Katigi point. These penguins are
now listed as the second most notable attraction in the south island in the
Lonely planet guide. There is also a thriving colony of fur seals there and
simply put ,more fish are needed to keep this wild life safe and healthy.
TheYellow Eyed Penguin Trust knows how difficult it is to relocate a colony
even if to just round the corner. We cant expect the penguins to go where we
wish to put a reserve, rather we need to observe their foraging grounds and
incorporate those areas into the coastal reserve.
Yours,
Bronwyn Judge
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Our proportion of marine reserves compared to the size of the country is far
less than other marine countries/ So we should in all fairness establish more
marine reserves.
Yours,
David King
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Marine reserves benefit species as well as people as they bring more
diversity and abundance into an area.
Yours,
Belinda O'Rourke
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Anybody who has visited the Flea Bay marine reserve can see how beneficial
it has been to the local environment but it is on way too small of a scale,  
Let's have more before we lose species like the yellow eyed penguin, maui &
hectors dolphins, muttonbirds, etc., etc..

Yours,
Richard Meek
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I have experienced first hand the benefits of marine reserves in the Abel  
Tasman NP.
It has been exciting to observe the fish numbers increase in recent years.
Fish numbers were originally very low. At present many species can be
observed and excess numbers spill over into non reserved areas which increase
fishing oportunities.
Yours,
Deb Hughes
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
While the above is a form statement, it puts my concerns far more succinctly
than I could and I totally endorse these words.
Yours,
Jamie Bull
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Lets be honest- lets be clean and green. You can make a difference.
Yours,
Simon Vincent
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I have seen the New Zealand Sealion, Southern Royal Albatross and
Yellow-Eyed Penguin at close quarters on the southern coast of the South
Island and I think we should do more to protect these and other species that
depend on a healthy marine habitat.
Yours,
Allan Simpson
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I consider reserves are vitally importand to reseed marine life into the
environment around them that is being raped, pillaged & destroyed by modern
fishing practices .
Yours,
Rex Bly
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
While I did not make a personalised detailed submission I feel very
strongly that NZ is well represented with protected areas on land, through
our extensive national parks and conservation lands. However, the oceans have
not received the same protection and they remain relatively unknown and
under-explored. While I do not live near the ocean, I feel very strongly that
we must protect our marine areas to give biodiversity a chance to flourish
without commercial or recreational exploitation. The success of the marine
protected areas of Goat Island and the Poor Knights, and the numbers of
people who visit these areas to view the wildlife, show there is a strong
public sentiment towards protection rather than plundering.
Please allow the South-East Marine protected areas proposal to go ahead.
Thank you
Yours,
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
These are steps in the right direction but we need to go further.
Loss of quality foraging seas within easy range of home of special species
such as NZ Sea Lion and Yellow eyed penguin is resulting in deteriorating
populations of these. We need to halt the decline by reserving marine areas
closer to their home range.
Yours,
Kate
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I have been involved in seabird research within NZ for the past 45 years,
with an emphasis on demography and at-sea movements from known breeding
sites. Tracking studies of many species of albatross, penguin, shearwater,
and petrel species show that birds need to cover extensive areas of inshore
and offshore ocean to obtain food for themselves and their chick. Examples of
particular relevance to the SEMPA proposals are the results of tracking
studies of sooty shearwaters (e.g.,Shaffer et al. 2009. Marine Ecology
Progress Series 391:209-220), northern royal albatrosses (e.g., Waugh et al.
2005. Canadian Journal of Fisheries & Aquatic Sciences 62: 1410-1421), and
Buller's albatrosses (e.g.,Torres et al. 2013. Marine Ecology Progress Series
473: 275-289) which show that these species forage extensively over the shelf
area along the South East Otago coast south from Otago Peninsula. Similarly,
Mattern et al. (2007. Marine Ecology Progress Series 343: 295-306) showed
that yellow-eyed penguins breeding just south of Oamaru forage along
well-defined sandy bottom habitats. These are examples of the foraging areas

required by just a few of the many seabird species that feed in the area;
with many more species relying on prey from extensive areas of ocean from the
area of concern to SEMPA. However, the reserve areas proposed by SEMPA are
based on benthic ecosystems and appear not to take into account ecosystems in
the seas above, which are governed by oceanic currents, upwellings and
nutrient input from rivers; such productive areas support pelagic
phytoplankton, zooplankton, other invertebrates and small fish which, in
turn, are food for seabirds.
Marine reserves are known to result in increased biodiversity and abundance
of species not only in the reserved area, but also in the adjacent
surrounding seas. Such increases in marine life would result in greater
opportunities for feeding seabirds. Therefore, I fully support the
implementation of marine reserves, but emphasis that currently seabirds
require far larger areas of the marine environment to be in reserves than are
currently proposed within even the full extent of the current
proposal.Consequently, I fully support the recommendations of Forest & Bird.
Yours,
Paul M Sagar
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
If NZ wants to keep up it's reputation as a country with morals and
integrity these tough decisions must be made.
Yours,
Tricia Scott
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Eminent Australian economist Professor Clem Tisdell (University of
Queensland) calculated in 2007 that wildlife tourism to Dunedin is valued at
$100 million dollars a year. With recent growth in tourism this figure may
well have doubled. This wildlife tourism is totally dependent on the health
of our oceans. Without protection being implemented the economic future for  
Dunedin (and many other South Island towns) is bleak. Commercial and
recreational fishing, by comparison, generates a tiny economic profile for
the region. Jobs that wildlife tourism creates and the benefits to the wider
economy far outweigh that generated by the fishing minority.
Yours,
Shaun Murphy
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
FURTHER:- MARINE RESERVES = LONG TERM ECOLGICAL-ENVIROMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
countering NZ's irresponsible short term greed re our fresh water use!
SYD MOORE
Yours,
SYD MOORE
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
The animals and wildlife on the planet deserve to be here and protected. Why
should man take precidence over everything, we all need to share mother earth
as we were put here to do. The mighty dollar always rules and as we know
nature suffers and hence does man.
Yours,
Elaine Shishmanian
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
It is so important for us to preserve our marine environment so our legacy
on earth is that of protection. We should be guardians of this incredible
habitat we have been gifted.
Yours,
Emily Waterhouse
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
The marine environment is under threat globally and nationally. New Zealand
needs to urgently create more marine reserves as the current allocation of
protection is far to low. Marine reserves have been shown to benefit all
stakeholders in terms of improving catches of fish and shellfish in
neighbouring areas, as the reserves act as seedbeds from which important
commercial species can then disseminate from. The south east of New Zealand
urgently needs enhanced marine protection as the present situation in that
region is untenable.
Yours,
Dr Andrew Hamilton
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I cannot believe that we are still fighting for safe wildlife places when we
have already lost so much and the wildlife world is now constantly under
threat across the globe. Can we not lead the way and show that we care for
our wildlife and will only maintain sustainable development on our land and
in our seas?
Please protect what little we have left and send the right message to others
who are watching what we do.
Yours,
Grindl Dockery
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
   I have used the Forest and Bird submission because it is clear and concise.
I feel very strongly about this issue. I work hard at improving my local
environment, and our community resilience, but I have no ability to affect a
much needed change in our surrounding ocean, except by writing this
submission. Please listen.
Orma Bradfield
Yours,
Orma Bradfield
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
We are not doing enough to stop the decline to extinction of many species.
I do not want my children to see the last of these creatures as they die out.
Yours,
Ken Logan
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
It is essential that some sites are chosen that allow EASY access for
families to visit from the shore. The success of the Goat Island Marine
Reserve at Leigh has proven that when children can easily be IN the Marine
Reserve, they not only become connected with underwater environment, they
influence (older) others around them.
Yours,
Susi Thompson
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
I am a kiwi in the UK at present
Yours,
Chris Lock
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
We need to protect our seas, land, and skies and animals for future
generations to watch and enjoy
Yours,
Anne Fabish
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Please do the right thing for our planet and animal species!
Yours,
Diane Letica
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I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum,
with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection. These additions
are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection
required to ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine
biodiversity is internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in
no-take Type 1 reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3%
protection in Type 1 MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious
opportunities to extend that protection to 18%, outlined below, and I call on
the Forum to work towards a goal of at least 30%. With less than half a
percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully protected and with no
reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland regions, a
comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential to allow fish
and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will provide
species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be
modified to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South
East bioregion is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine
animals, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea
lions, and various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically
endangered. Yet currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their
foraging habitats. Marine reserves are most effective where they include the
full range of habitats. I recommend the addition of protection for habitats
that are not adequately represented in the proposed network. The network must
include enough no-take reserves that are big enough to provide a meaningful
haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To achieve this I recommend the
following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support. This area is a hot spot
for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support the extension with
a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further
extension out to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by
blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA. D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1):
Support, and recommend further extending to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection
for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags. E
Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend
that it be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet
and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is also the only
proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive plateau,
with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant
saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point
would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and

biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option
does not represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan
communities. H Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This
option does not represent the full range of deep water biodiversity. I
Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1): Support, and recommend inclusion of
Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely be most effective if the highly
productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will be a significant marine
reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major
city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to Waldronville
(Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve
much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K)
and Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high
diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public
enjoyment and education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are
significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M Akatore Coastal (Type 1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to
include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat
is protected in a marine reserve. Also recommend straightening the boundary
to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier reserve management.
N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a marine reserve linked to Site M
as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a further extension to 12 nm
to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This area is an
internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P Long Point Offshore
(Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend that it
extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2):
Support. Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary
habitat. T Kelp Forest (Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat
for numerous fish and invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better
represented within marine reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection
Needed I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and
mining be prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also
recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The
Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore
to 12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the
area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat
type is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would
also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest &
Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for the opportunity to
make a submission.
Much, much more must be done to protect the natural world before it is too
late.
Yours,
Rod and Linda Binns

